At FRASTER, design, function and craftsmanship
go hand in hand.
Contact us and have proposal for how
you and your colleagues can get some
peace to work.
See more at www.fraster.dk

Find peace for the work

www.fraster.dk

Felt muffles talk and noise
Telephones are ringing, heels are clacking and
colleagues are talking.
Open-plan offices have their charm and close contact.
However, it is difficult to concentrate which is why we
have developed a series of products in felt that curb the
fun.
Felt is manufactured from pure wool, which means that
it is a warm, soft natural material and is nice to touch. It
is also available in just the colours that suit the office.

Spazer

Skribler

Your own quite zone
Pebble

At your own desk, you are able to both shield yourself from sights and sounds. Behind
the screen, you are in your own quite zone, where the felt pad provides you with a
soft spot to put your arms, when you work.
Underneath the desk, you can both protect the floor and your ears – while your feet
can rest in a warm place, without shoes, too …

Your own personal quiet zone
When you would like to focus on places other than your desk.
With mobile screens you work in peace exactly where you are.

ZigZag

MixMax

Modi

Rooms with silence
Do you need to have silence in the
office environment – or to define a
meeting corner?
Then, felt can muffle, divide and
decorate.
Divide a room with the help of a
ceiling-mounted felt.
And if you have glass walls, you can
still achieve a quiet atmosphere but
not lose the aesthetics of the glass.

SpaceCover

GlassCover

Walls that muffle noise
A wall-hanging acoustic wall offers
something to rest on for the eye – and
touches up on the sound.
Or decorate on your own by sticking
pins in the felt.
Twister

PinDot

